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Fixed offshore platforms supported by pile foundations are always subjected to lateral cyclic loads due to
environmental conditions. In general, nonlinear pile–soil interaction is the most important source of non-
linear response of offshore platforms due to design environmental loads. Finite element models are high
precision method in simulation of the pile soil interaction problems however these analyses are usually
complex and computationally expensive. In contrast, Beam on Nonlinear Winkler Foundation (BNWF)
models are versatile, efficient and can possess sufficient precision. In this paper a new robust and prac-
tical BNWF model is presented for lateral behaviour of pile foundations under cyclic lateral loads. This
cyclic pile–soil interaction model is incorporated as a user element into a general finite element software
(ABAQUS) and can be easily used for complicated nonlinear strength analysis of fixed platforms.
Monotonic or cyclic loading, gap formation and development, drag force and different backbone curves
recommended by American Petroleum Institute can be easily used in this BNWF model. This paper deals
with the effects of cyclic pile soil interaction on lateral response of offshore piles. Different parts of this
BNWF model are discussed and addressed in detail. The piles behaviour in an example fixed offshore plat-
form are investigated under lateral cyclic and monotonic loadings.

� 2011 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Pile-supported coastal and offshore structures in marine soil
deposits are always subjected to large lateral loads. Usually, the
critical lateral forces on piles used in coastal structures are due
to berthing and mooring forces, whereas piles in offshore jacket
platforms are subjected to cyclic lateral loads due to waves.
Nonlinearity of the soil stress–strain behaviour and geometric non-
linearities, such as disjointing and sliding between pile and soil, are
the most dominant factors on the pile response. Bea [1] performed
a series of static push-over analyses on a fixed offshore platform,
and showed that the first nine nonlinear events were concentrated
in the foundation piles. Nonlinear pile–soil interaction (PSI) is one
of the main parameters that can deeply affect the overall response
of the supported structures.

Analyses of lateral pile response are categorized into three ma-
jor distinct methods [2]:

� The limit analysis method in which the ultimate soil reaction is
to be drawn from assumed ultimate displacement of pile [3];
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� Finite element (FE) or boundary element (BE) continuum-based
models which are computationally expensive and practically
difficult;
� Linear and nonlinear Winkler spring methods based on p–y

curves.

In direct numerical approaches, FE and BE methods are used for
solving the pile–soil interaction problems in which the pile,
surrounded by soil and the pile–soil interface are modelled all to-
gether in one integrated model. Yegian and Wright [4], Randolph
[5], Trochanis et al. [6] and Bentley and El Naggar [7] used finite
element method (FEM), whereas Kaynia and Kausel [8], and Sen
et al. [9] implemented boundary element method (BEM) for the
response analysis of piles. Millán and Domínguez [10] and Padrón
et al. [11] used coupled finite and boundary element methods for
dynamic response of pile supported structures under time
harmonic excitations. Their presented models were able to take
into account dynamic pile soil interaction in a rigorous manner.
3D finite element and boundary element techniques need exces-
sive computational efforts for pile soil interaction analysis, and
thus they are not frequently used in engineering practices. Model-
ling pile�soil separation, gap formation, gap developments and
other interface nonlinearities, can prove to be complicated tasks
in continuum-based models. In addition, 3D finite element or
boundary element elastoplastic pile–soil interaction models can-
not not be easily incorporated in commercially available structural
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Fig. 1. Gap development and applied lateral forces on a pile during lateral deflections.

Fig. 2. BNWF spring components (Boulanger model [20]).
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programs to compute the lateral response of complex offshore
platforms as a whole.

Beam on Nonlinear Winkler Foundation (BNWF) models are
computationally efficient and practically versatile, both for profes-
sional engineers in industrial design and in academia for research
purposes. The method is of great use in comparison with contin-
uum-based models and is continually the subject of further devel-
opments and modifications.

BNWF assumes that pile–soil interaction behaviour and force
emerged in each soil layer are only related to soil displacement
in the same depth and direction. Hence, it facilitates soil modelling
by separated springs along the pile shaft. Matlock et al. [12], Makris
and Gazetas [13], Nogami et al. [14] and El Nagger and Novak
[15,16] proposed several models on the BNWF premise. Trochanis
et al. [17] adopted the BNWF model with viscoplastic effect to
study interaction behaviour in quasi-static and static conditions.
Badoni and Makris [18] carried out several laboratory experiments
to verify results of Trochanis’s model. Wang et al. [19] proposed
several configurations of nonlinear springs and a parallel dashpot
to investigate the damping field of BNWF soil–pile interaction
models, mainly used in seismic studies. Boulanger et al. [20] pro-
posed a configuration of parallel and series springs as well as a
dashpot to incorporate nonlinear soil behaviour, gap formation in
cohesive soils, drag force, and soil damping into BNWF models.



Fig. 3. Static and cyclic p–y curves as per API recommendations [31].

Fig. 4. Behaviour of CPSI components under cyclic loads using API static p–y curves.
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Kimiaei et al. [21] proposed further modifications to integrate soil
nonlinearity and gap formation into dynamic analysis of pile–soil
interaction models. Gerolymos et al. [2] developed a numerical
model and compared the results with laboratory experiments of
fine non-cohesive soils. Wotherspoon et al. [22] used a simple
BNWF model with allowance for gap developments for monotonic
and cyclic response of piles in warm and frozen soil conditions. In
this study using CPT and unconfined compression test data, bi-lin-
ear soil spring curves were developed to represent the soil hyster-
esis models. In general, assumptions associated with the BNWF
models (particularly decoupling soil behaviour at different layers
and in different directions) can potentially lead to deficiencies in
the results. For example, as noted by Konuk and Fredj [23] and
Fredj et al. [24], BNWF models for pipeline analysis are very sensi-
tive soil spring coefficients and can produce conservative results.
Care should be taken in using BNWF models for different problems
and definition of the model components. Other approximate
nonlinear methods with different philosophies have also been
developed over the years such as Blum’s method [25] and strain
wedge method [26,27]. They can be of significant engineering
interest for some cases. BNWF models are still the most popular
models for pile soil interaction problems in engineering practices
and can lead to reliable results.

BNWF models for pile–soil interaction problems require force–
deflection (known as p–y, T–z) curves for the soil layers. These
curves for soft clay [28], hard clay [29], and sand [30] soil layers
are presented in the API [31] guidelines for analysis and design
of offshore structures. In this study, a robust and practical BNWF
model is proposed to integrate cyclic behaviour of piles under lat-
eral cyclic loads. Commercially available finite element software
ABAQUS [32] is used to develop this model. A comparative study
is also performed on response of the pile foundation under cyclic
and monotonic loading conditions along with a sensitivity analysis
that is carried out over drag coefficient against dominant design
variables.

2. Model description

Models used to analyse the structural response of piles under
cyclic loads should allow for the variation of soil properties with
depth, nonlinear soil behaviour and nonlinear behaviour of pile–
soil interfaces. In general proper analysis of piles under lateral
cyclic loads involves modelling of the piles, surrounding soils and
the discontinuity conditions at the pile soil interfaces [21].

In this study, BNWF approach is used to investigate cyclic re-
sponse of offshore piles under wave loads. General configuration
of the suggested BNWF is based on the model presented by Boul-
anger et al. [20]. As shown in Fig. 1 resistance of the intact soil
layers against the pile movements, separation between the pile
and the soil (gap formation and development) and soil resistance
when the pile moves in a previously developed gap area (drag
force) are main components of this BNWF model. In this BNWF
model the pile is modelled as series of discrete beam-column
elements resting on a series of springs representing nonlinear
behaviour of the soil.

Fig. 2 shows three main components of this BNWF model; elas-
tic spring (p–ye), plastic spring (p–yp) and gap component (p–yg)
connected together in a series configuration. The gap component
consists of a nonlinear closure spring (pc–yg) in parallel with a non-
linear drag spring (pd–yg) where:

p ¼ pd þ pc ð1Þ
y ¼ ye þ yp þ yg ð2Þ

Detail information about structural characteristics of these
components can be found in Boulanger et al. [20]. The elastic
spring has a constant stiffness determined from the soil character-
istics and always acts linearly, while the plastic spring has two
phases of behaviour. At the first phase when �Cr.pult < p < Cr.pult,
the plastic spring acts rigidly. Cr is the ratio of p/pult when plastic
yielding first occurs in virgin loading. The plastic spring behaviour
in the second phase is formulated as follows:

p ¼ pult � ðpult � p0Þ
c:y50

c:y50 þ jyp � yp
0j

� �n

ð3Þ

where pult is the ultimate resistance of the soil, p0 = p and
yp

0 ¼ yp both at the start of the current plastic loading cycle. Coef-
ficients c and n control tangent module of the plastic spring and



Fig. 5. Behaviour of CPSI components under cyclic loads using API cyclic p–y curves.
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curve sharpness respectively. y50 is displacement at which 50% of
pult is mobilized during static loading. pult shows ultimate lateral
capacity of the soil layer and will be updated during each load step
in the BNWF model. The nonlinear drag spring in gap component
can be defined as follows:
pd ¼ Cdpult � ðCdpult � pd
0Þ

y50

y50 þ 2jyg � yg
0j

� �
ð4Þ

where Cd determines maximum drag force according to the ulti-
mate resistance of the soil, pd

0 ¼ pd and yg
0 ¼ yg at the start of the

current loading cycle. The drag spring emerges a constant force
in the gap zone and when the gap closes, it is rendered inactive
so that the elastic and the plastic springs activate. For continuous
transition between active components (elastic/plastic vs. drag), a
closure spring is provided in parallel configuration with the drag
spring. In closure spring yþ0 and y�0 , defined in Eq. (5), act as a buffer
to preserve the gap region from the previous cycle for positive and
negative sides of the gap. The initial values of yþ0 and y�0 are set as
y50/100 and �y50/100, respectively. Ultimately when yg increases
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Fig. 6. Brief flow chart of CPSI
to the magnitude of the previous cycle, the gap actually closes
analogously and the gap component will be inactive due to the
drastic increase in its stiffness and force.
pc ¼ 1:8pult
y50

y50 þ 50ðyþ0 � ygÞ �
y50

y50 � 50ðy�0 � ygÞ

� �
ð5Þ

The flexibility of the above equations can be used to approxi-
mate different p–y backbone curves. Matlock’s [12] recommended
backbone for soft clay is closely approximated using c = 10, n = 5
and Cr = 0.35 for static backbone curve and c = 4, n = 5 and
Cr = 0.35 for cyclic backbone curve [33]. API’s [31] recommended
backbone for drained sand is closely approximated using c = 0.5,
n = 2, and Cr = 0.2 for static and cyclic curves [28].

The BNWF model developed in this study, called Cyclic Pile Soil
Interaction (CPSI), is capable of modelling hysteretic behaviour of
soil layers according to the static or cyclic p–y backbone curves
presented in the API code [31]. Fig. 3 shows API p–y static and cyc-
lic backbone curves for soft clay layers. CPSI model can capture lat-
eral behaviour of piles under monotonic and cyclic loads, gap
phenomenon and drag force on the piles as well. Soil type (clay
or sand), Pult, y50, Cd and X/Xr (depth ratio for reduced resistance
zone according to API) are main input data for soil layers in CPSI.
Typical force deflection behaviour for the main components of
the CPSI model using API static and cyclic p–y curves are shown
in Figs. 4 and 5 respectively.

CPSI model is implemented as a robust single node user ele-
ment in a commercial finite element software ABAQUS. A brief flow
chart for CPSI user element is illustrated in Fig. 6. The CPSI model is
mainly developed for ultimate strength analysis of pile supported
platforms under extreme wave loads. CPSI user can easily switch
between monotonic loading (gradual load increase from zero to
maximum with no gap development) and cyclic loading (time
varying loads). Cyclic loading leads to gap formation and gap
development in cohesive soil layers. The API static or cyclic p–y
curves can be used as backbone curves for each loading condition.
The user can also change the drag force amplitude to the desired
level. To employ CPSI in an ABAQUS simulation, pile and surround-
ing soil are discretized into finite number of layers. Pile segments
will be modelled by two-node standard beam-column elements.
CPSI user element, showing pile–soil interaction behaviour, will
be used for each soil sub layer and its stiffness will be updated in
each load step according to the resultant soil deformation. A spe-
cific subroutine has been implemented in CPSI for better conver-
gence of the numerical solutions. In this subroutine, large pile
displacements associated with each load increment will be divided
into some smaller displacements internally and then soil proper-
ties will be updated in each of these sub increments. In this way
less unbalanced forces are obtained at the end of each increment
d updating 
nt steps 

Updating 
load steps 

d displacement 
spring

Updating stiffness 
and displacement 
for elastic spring 

ncy 
a No 

 unbalanced 

user element in ABAQUS.



Fig. 7. Typical behaviour of CPSI elements (a) under monotonic loads using static p–
y curves, (b) under monotonic loads using cyclic p–y curves, (c) under cyclic loads
using static p–y curves, and (d) under cyclic loads using cyclic p–y curves.

Fig. 8. General view of the jacket frame.
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and hence it will help the CPSI code to capture strong pile–soil
nonlinearities in a more stabilized manner. Ultimately, soil stiff-
ness computed by CPSI will be inserted into the global stiffness
matrix of the whole system in ABAQUS for the running simulation.
More detail information about the numerical algorithm for the
CPSI elements and verification of the results can be found in
Memarpour et al. [33]. Fig. 7 displays typical behaviour of CPSI
elements under monotonic and cyclic loads using API static or cyc-
lic curves [34].

Concepts of the BNWF model used in the CPSI code have already
been validated against centrifuge test results by Boulanger et al.
[20] for single piles under dynamic motions. This BNWF model
has also been implemented in OpenSees program [35] and its
numerical results for single piles under lateral loads have been ver-
ified with the experimental results by Wallace et al. [36]. Memar-
pour et al. [33] showed very good agreement between CPSI and
OpenSees results for a single pile under cyclic loads.
3. Case study

3.1. Example platform

Fig. 8 shows a 2D frame of an example pile supported jacket
type platform used in this study. This platform is a four-legged
jacket with single diagonal bracing at each bay on the vertical
frames and one through leg pile at each corner. The jacket dimen-
sions in the horizontal plane at the top (deck-leg work point) and
bottom (seabed level) are 13.7 m and 26.5 m respectively. The
mean water depth is 39.1 m, the jacket total height is 44.0 m and



Fig. 9. Structural model of the jacket frame.

Fig. 10. Lateral deflection along the pile shaft in monotonic and cyclic loadings.

Table 1
Dimensions of the pile segments below seabed.

Element size Depth below sea bed

0.25 m 0.0 to �5 m
0.50 m �5 to �15 m
1.00 m �15 to �35 m
2.00 m �35 to �57 m
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the piles are driven to total depth of 57.0 m below seabed. The out-
side diameters and wall thickness of the piles below seabed level
are 3200 (81.28 cm) and 1.2500 (3.18 cm) respectively. The topside
as a whole is a four-storey space frame on top of a one-storey deck.
The soil profile consists of three horizontal soil layers of clay, sand
and clay from top to bottom with respective depth of 28.0 m,
15.0 m and 14.0 m. Soil data is presented in Fig. 8.

3.2. Applied loads

Dead and live loads were applied as distributed loads on the
platform members. Total applied dead and live loads on this 2D
frame were 7800 kN and 4400 kN respectively. Environmental
loads (including of wave, current and wind) were also applied on
this frame. Wind loads (235 kN in total) and wave loads (total
1400 kN) were applied as point loads on topside and jacket main
nodes. Initially dead, live and wind loads were applied as mono-
tonic loads on the platform and then wave loads were applied in
two different scenarios as monotonic and cyclic loads. In mono-
tonic loading, wave loads were increased gradually from zero up
to their design level, while in cyclic loading, a harmonic sinusoidal
time-history function was used to represent the wave loading on
the platform.

3.3. Structural model

ABAQUS was used for all structural analysis in this study. Stan-
dard two-node beam-column elements from ABAQUS element
library in the elastic limits were used for modelling of the topside,
jacket and pile members. Neither shear deflections nor other
plastic features of the elements were used in this model. This mod-
el consisted of 210 elements in total for structural modelling of the
jacket and the topside members.

Piles and surrounding soil layers were divided into 71 sub lay-
ers in total and CPSI user elements, showing pile–soil interaction,
were implemented at all pile nodes below the seabed. 190 pile ele-
ments and 142 CPSI elements in total were used in this model. Pile
segments in upper soil layers are usually subjected to higher lateral
deflections and hence, in order to maintain accuracy and efficiency
in numerical simulations, smaller pile segments should be used in
the top soil layers. Table 1 shows the dimensions of the pile seg-
ments below seabed and Fig. 9 reveals the structural model of this
jacket frame.
4. Discussion and numerical results

Pile deformations, internal forces and lateral displacement of
the platform are considered here as the main parameters to inves-



Fig. 11. Shear force distribution along the pile shaft in monotonic and cyclic
loadings.

Fig. 12. Bending moment distribution along the pile shaft in monotonic and cyclic
loadings.

Table 2
Result of pile maximum responses under monotonic and cyclic loads.

Pile response Loading Static p–y
curve

Cyclic p–y
curve

Difference
(%)

Deflection (m) Monotonic 0.114 0.136 19.3
Cyclic 0.166 0.200 20.5
Cyclic diff.
(%)

45.6 47.1 –

Shear force (kN) Monotonic 245 258 5.3
Cyclic 287 302 5.2
Cyclic diff.
(%)

17.1 17.1 –

Bending moment
(MN m)

Monotonic 1.63 1.79 9.8

Cyclic 1.98 2.15 8.6
Cyclic diff.
(%)

21.5 20.1 –
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tigate the sensitivity of the platform responses to different pile–
soil interaction models. The main objective of the numerical simu-
lations carried out in this study is to compare the overall response
of the example platform under cyclic and monotonic loading. Gap
development and drag force effects are also studied.

In the first step of this study, a comparison is made between the
platform responses under monotonic and cyclic lateral loads. Figs.
10–12 show pile deflection, shear force and bending moment dis-
tributions along the pile shaft under monotonic and cyclic lateral
loadings (after 10th cycle of the loading) respectively. It is seen
that always using the cyclic p–y curves leads to the higher response
of the pile than those of the static p–y curves, due to the soil
strength reductions in API cyclic p–y curves compared with static
p–y curves. It is also observed that all the pile responses under cyc-
lic loads are higher than the pile responses under monotonic loads.
In cyclic loading a gap is formed behind the pile (in cohesive soil
layers) during the first loading cycle and then it will be developed
gradually in subsequent loading cycles. This means that only the
drag force (which is less than the soil resistance in the intact zones)
can be taken by the soil layers when the pile starts moving in the
previously created gap zones. In other words, because of the gap
formation and gap developments in the cohesive soil layers, less
load can be taken by top soil layers and therefore more load should
be taken by the pile segments in those areas. It increases pile inter-
nal forces (bending moments and share forces) as well as pile
lateral deflections. It will also move the critical sections of the pile
(section with maximum bending moment or shear force along the
pile shaft) to the lower soil layers.
Piles design parameters (maximum deflections, maximum
shear forces and maximum bending moments) under monotonic
and cyclic loads are summarized in Table 2. It shows that the
increases in the pile deflections under cyclic loads are more crucial
than other design parameters. It is also observed that the differ-
ences between the results for cyclic and monotonic loadings are
greater than the differences between the results for static and cyc-
lic backbone curves. It reveals that gap development phenomenon
which is seen in cyclic loading model will influence the overall
response of the pile more than soil strength degradation which is
captured in cyclic p–y curves.
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Fig. 13. Hysteretic soil reactions due to cyclic loads at different soil layers.
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Hysteretic loops for soil reactions in different layers due to cyc-
lic loads are shown in Fig. 13. Considerable differences between the
static and cyclic p–y results for the soil reactions and the corre-
sponding soil deformations can be seen in this figure. Top soil lay-
ers are more affected by cyclic backbone curves, mainly due to
bigger gap developments in these areas. Cyclic displacements at
each layer are larger than static results, because of soil strength
reduction in cyclic p–y curves. General trend of the soil hysteretic
loops in this figure for surface to deep soil layers are in reasonable
agreement with the research results by others (e.g. Grabe et al. [37]
and Wallace et al. [36]).

In order to investigate the pile behaviour during cyclic loading,
time histories of the pile responses (deflections, shear forces and
bending moments) at different depths are illustrated in Figs. 14–
16. They all show that the maximum response of the pile increases
gradually, and ultimately reaching a constant asymptotic value. In
these figures it is seen that the rate of the pile response changes in
the top soil layers is greater than the bottom layers. Pile responses
using static p–y backbone curves reach a constant amplitude faster
than the cyclic backbone curves. This is mainly due to the soil
strength degradation and gap developments which are more se-
vere in the top layers using cyclic p–y curve. During this process
more loads will be transferred, cycle by cycle from top soil layers
to the bottom soil layers.

In Fig. 14 it is observed that the pile deflection increases cycle
by cycle until the 10th cycle, using static p–y curve, and then it
continues with a constant amplitude. On the contrary, for the cyclic
p–y curve where it reaches an almost constant amplitude in the
18th cycle. Shear forces and bending moments in Figs. 15 and 16
represent the same trend as seen for the pile deflection in
Fig. 14. They show a quick rise in the pile internal forces over the
first few cycles for both static and cyclic p–y backbone curves



Fig. 14. Pile lateral deflections at different soil layers.
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and then this rate decreases quickly in the following load cycles.
The pile shear forces and bending moments reach constant ampli-
tudes after the 10th and the 14th cycles for static p–y and cyclic p–
y curves respectively. Moving from the surface to the deep soil lay-
ers, larger differences between shear forces and bending moments
for static and cyclic p–y curves can be observed in Figs. 15 and 16.

From a pile design perspective, maximum internal forces and
the location of the pile’s critical section (where the maximum
internal forces along the pile shaft are occurring) due to cyclic
loading, as represented in Figs. 17 and 18, are important outcomes
which should be studied. Fig. 17 shows an initial gradually increas-
ing trend in both maximum shear forces and maximum bending
moments. In Fig. 18, the critical section of the pile for shear forces
and bending moments moves downward along the pile shaft dur-
ing the first few cycles of the loading and then it reaches to a fixed
position. Internal forces and the location of the critical sections are
stabilized after few cycles. It is also seen that the pile responses
(maximum amplitudes and critical location) using cyclic p–y back-
bone curves are always larger and also more sensitive to cyclic
loads than static p–y curves.

All observations in Figs. 13–18 are due to gap formation and
then gap developments (during cyclic loading) and soil strength
reduction (as per cyclic p–y curves). Due to the gap development
process more loads will be transferred cycle by cycle from top lay-
ers to the bottom soil layers and hence pile segments should be
able to transfer those loads. After few cycles the whole system will
reach a stable condition where the total loads to be taken by the
tops soil layers (in the gap area) and the bottom soil layers (in



Fig. 15. Pile shear forces at different soil layers.
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the elastic range of deflections) will be equal to total applied load
on the pile. Soil strength degradation as presented in cyclic p–y
curves (refer to Fig. 3), will result in a larger number of soil layers
involved in taking the pile loads. In this case, higher pile internal
forces and deeper critical sections are unavoidable.

Lateral deflection time history of the platform (node A of top-
side in Fig. 9) under cyclic and monotonic loads are compared in
Fig. 19. It is seen that under cyclic loads, platform deflections
show an initial increasing trend and then after few cycles it con-
tinues with a constant harmonic amplitude. Maximum deflection
of the platform under cyclic loads and using cyclic p–y curves is
about 13% higher than cyclic loads with static p–y curves and
about 22% higher than monotonic loads with cyclic p–y curves
(which are traditionally used in engineering practice for struc-
tural assessment of platforms under wave loads). It can be of
great importance for ultimate strength (pushover) analysis of off-
shore platforms where cyclic behaviour of the structural compo-
nents and second order loads (P-Delta) effects should also be
taken into account.

CPSI model easily allows the user to adjust the amount of the
drag force when the pile is moving in the gapped zone. The pile
maximum responses for two different drag forces (30% and 60%
of the ultimate soil strength) after 10th cycle of the loads using sta-
tic and cyclic p–y curves are summarized in Table 3. It is seen that
the effect of the drag force ratio is less than 5% and it has no major
effect on the response of the maximum response of the piles.



Fig. 16. Pile bending moments at different soil layers.
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5. Conclusion

A simplified and robust BNWF model, CPSI, for cyclic pile soil
interaction analysis of offshore piles was introduced. This model
was incorporated as a user element in the ABAQUS software. It is
a versatile and practical element based on the BNWF methodology
presented by Boulanger et al. [20]. The CPSI model can take into ac-
count the elastic–plastic behaviour of soil layers under cyclic or
monotonic loads using API recommended curves for static or cyclic
behaviour. Gap formation, gap developments and drag force are
the main features of this model for cyclic loads. This model allows
the user to easily switch between cyclic and monotonic loads, sta-
tic and cyclic backbone curves and to adjust the amount of the drag
force.

The sensitivity of an example pile supported offshore frame to
cyclic and monotonic lateral loads was investigated in this paper.
It was found that under cyclic loads the pile’s maximum deflections
and internal forces increase in the first few cycles and then after
higher number of load cycles, asymptotically reach a steady condi-
tion with constant amplitudes. It was also shown that the pile re-
sponses (deflections, shear forces and bending moments) for cyclic
curves were more sensitive to cyclic loads than the pile results using
static backbone curves. Gap developments and soil strength degra-
dation transfer the soil resistances from surface soil layers to deeper



Fig. 17. Pile maximum shear forces and bending moments.

Fig. 18. Pile critical section.

Fig. 19. Platform lateral deflection.

Table 3
Maximum pile responses for different drag forces.

Pile response p–y Curve 30% pult 60% pult Difference (%)
Drag force

Deflection (m) Static 0.166 0.161 2.75
Cyclic 0.200 0.191 4.7

Shear force (kN) Static 287 280 2.4
Cyclic 302 290 3.9

Bending moment (MN m) Static 1.98 1.94 2.3
Cyclic 2.15 2.07 3.6
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soil layers which finally lead to increased pile response and the mov-
ing of the critical section of the piles downward along the pile shaft.

Lateral cyclic deflection of the platform using cyclic backbone
curves is considerably higher than the corresponding results under
monotonic loads. It can have significant effects on ultimate capac-
ity of the platforms where cyclic behaviour of the platform and sec-
ond order effects (P-Delta) are of importance.
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